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Book Four and the dÃ©nouement of the Winter Jacket Series.Hollywood had been a disaster. Elle

Graftâ€”Associate Professor of English and once-budding television screenwriterâ€”could admit that

much. Now back in Minnesota and back to her old life, Elleâ€™s determined to get her relationship

with Hunter back on track. It all started with a broken classroom heater and a blue winter coat. How

will it end?
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Was it just me or did WJ3 leave you with your guts twisted? Never fear because here comes WJ4

and oh, my god, maybe Elle and Hunter can hopefully, finally, figure out how to stay together. "All

In" seems fitting as these two know it's probably their last chance to make it work. The forces

around them seem to conspire against this whether it be disappointed mothers, disapproving

sisters, or shamelessly flirty women vying for both of them. Or, worst of all, their own fears about

commitment or even expectations that society have thrust upon them. In the end, Elle and Hunter

have to find those answers within each other to know what's truly best for them. As expected you

will be delighted with witty banter, sweet and tender moments, steamy bedroom play, and plenty of



tension. I'm hoping this isn't the last time we are graced with these wonderful characters. Not to

mention that not much is funnier than Elle and babies tossed together in the same space. And who

wouldn't want to see Hunter walking down the aisle in a white dress? Am I right?

this is the best book of the winter jacket series. one reads it slowly knowing that the series

potentially will come to conclusion with this work. Hunter and Elle now do the harder process of

establishing if and how they endure a loving, long-term relationship while maintaining mutual

successful careers. The reader also gets a glimpse at Troi and Nik's commitment to love. Eliza

again does such a good job at storytelling... there again is humor, passion and touch and go

moments when Elle and/or Hunter may not know how she/ they should proceed as lovers. The book

though ultimately satisfies the romantics dedicated to this series as well as those who appreciate

really good writing. Winter Jacket series overall and this installment are worth the investment of time

to read. Terrific story.

Eliza Lentzki's finale in the Winter Jacket series is bittersweet; though I'm sad to say goodbye to

these characters, the way we leave Elle and Hunter is the best possible ending. Lentzski seems the

most comfortable with her writing in this book, and everything, from story line to character

interaction, flows really well. I think leaving Elle and Hunter at this point was the right decision;

there's nothing worse than an author resurrecting the same story or characters just because fans

may want it, or they've run out of ideas. I think Eliza Lentzski really shows her writing chops in this

book, and I'm ready for the next adventure...as long as it's a lady-loving-lady adventure, that is!

I loved following the journey of Elle and Hunter, watching their relationship developed and stabilizes.

You are instantly thrown into their lives and the story takes off at a quick pace. I loved the writing

style, the humor and the banter particularly between Elle and Troian. This fourth installment gives

excellent closure which is a definite bonus to me. It was like the icing on the cake. The characters

are written in a way that made them real, irresistible and amazingly hot. The storyline is addictive

and compelling. An unforgettable series!

Wintet Jacket All In is another marvelous passage in its main characters life. The overcoming of the

ordinary life issues and challenges in their relationship and careers are so well portrait by the author

one get so caught up that you cannot help but feel like you know and love Elle and Hunter. I

appreciate that each and every character in the series is a great addition to the story and that



situation are realistically presented and tell in a very captivating way. I have truly enjoyed each book

on this series. I would love to continue reading about these lovable characters.

This is how to write a series. This is how to write believeable female characters with depth and

complexity that are so seamless the reader is immediatley pulled in, subsumed into their thoughts

and lives. Each of the 4 Winter Jacket books has a great arc and dialogue.

Once again Ms Lentzski has delivered a masterpiece for our reading pleasure. It has been long

awaited and truly worth the wait. I am truly happy that our favourite characters have resolved their

differences and reunited. I am sad to see an end to the Elle and Hunter journey in the Winter Jacket

series . I understand "All In" is considered as the Final Chapter, however perhaps there is a

possibility for a further addition to the Elle and Hunter storyline? Eliza, please reconsider ending this

awesome series and write WJ5.

I just zipped through this series in a few days. Very enjoyable. Despite the title, I think they're

actually really good summer/beach reads.As someone who doesn't enjoy a lot of over-the-top angst

or angst for angst's sake, I thought the tribulations of these characters felt authentic.Would

recommend.
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